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“Origami Books"

•Five sheets of origami paper (9x9 inches each)
•2 pieces of chipboard (5x5 inches each)
•Decorative paper (9x12 inches each to be cut down to 6x6 inches each)
•Pencil
•Ruler
•Gluestick
•X-acto knife (or scissors if you prefer)
•Cutting mat (or a piece of scrap cardboard to protect your surface)

Brief project description: A beginner's entry into bookmaking, creating a fun fold-out book with       
origami techniques

You will need the following materials: 

Time from start to finish = 30 mins - 1 hour  

Find a digital copy here: https://www.artsplus.org/resources/visual-art-resources 

A few helpful tips before you start:
• Measure! Measure! Measure!: Nothing is more disappointing than assembling several pieces only to find at the 

final step that they don’t quite fit, especially when you’re out of materials to try again! During this process, we 
will be measuring out larger pieces of paper to cut into smaller sections. When you measure out a large sheet, 
make your initial measurement marks on both the top edge and bottom edge of the paper, then use a ruler to 
match up the marks. This ensures both accurate measurements and straight dividing lines.

• Cutting with an X-acto: If you are using scissors, it is best to use a drawn ruler line for your cuts; however, if 
you are using an X-acto knife (which I prefer) it is best to use a ruler while you cut. Simply spread out your 
paper with your measurement marks at both the top and bottom of the sheet, line up your ruler with your two 
marks to make a straight line, use one hand to press firmly down on the ruler
(which will hold your paper in place), and drag your X-acto knife along the edge of the ruler to cut a perfectly 
straight line.

• Glue application: A heavy coating of a gluestick works perfectly well for this type of bookmaking and tends to 
be less messy. However, If you are using white liquid glue, I find it best to use a brush to apply the glue to 
different surfaces. Before you start gluing, lay down a piece of scrap paper as a protective surface. Then place 
the paper you wish to glue face down on top of your scrap paper. Spread glue on the back of your paper all the 
way up to the edge of the sheet (the scrap paper underneath will catch any overlap and reduce mess).
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• #1: Set up your workspace with a cutting surface. Gather together your chipboard and choose 
two pieces of large decorative paper. These two pieces must be at least 6x6 inches. You can use the 
larger papers provided in your kit or the smaller ones as long as they are large enough. The papers you 
choose can have contrasting or similar colors or patterns. In the example shown are two pieces with a 
similar color palette but contrasting patterns. Cut both pieces of paper into 6x6 inch squares.
• #2: Now it’s time to glue the decorative paper to the cardboard. Cover your work surface with 
scrap paper first. Then lay out your two pieces of cardboard and your two pieces of decorative paper. 
Flip your paper over with the “good side” (the side you want to show) down. Using your glue, cover one 
side of one piece of cardboard. Once you have covered the entire surface of the cardboard, lay the glue 
side of the cardboard down onto the center of the back of one sheet of paper. The paper is larger than 
the cardboard and should leave an overlapping edge. Repeat this gluing process with the second piece 
of cardboard and paper.
• #3: Complete your book-boards by using scissors or an X-acto knife to cut off the corners of the 
paper that extend past the cardboard edge. Cut them at a angle to each corner by creating a small 
triangular shape. Add glue to the remaining paper edges that extend beyond the cardboard and fold 
them back over the cardboard. This wrapped edge both ensures that your paper will stay attached to the 
cardboard and creates nice clean edges for your book covers. Do this “wrap back” process for both of 
your book-boards. 

PART 1: Creating the book-boards 
Steps 
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PART 2: Folding and assembling the origami pages

Steps 
• #1: Set your book-boards aside and gather your 5 pieces of 9x9 origami paper. You will do a 
simple 4 step fold on each piece. Taking one piece at a time, turn the paper so that the colorful side 
is face down and the white side is showing. Fold the paper in half from top to bottom, make a crease 
using either your finger or the ruler, and then open it back up. Turn your paper so that crease is now 
vertical and repeat the previous step, folding the the paper in half from top to bottom. Open you 
paper back up and you should now have a cross shaped set of folds.
• #2: Flip your paper over, so that the colorful side is face up again. Turn your paper so that it 
creates a diamond shape. Fold the top point of the diamond down, so that it matches up with the 
bottom point and make a crease. Open your paper up again. Finally, flip it over so the paper is white 
side up again. Now, you will slowly fold the paper in half, from top to bottom, and using the created 
folds 'tuck' in the sides so that your paper becomes a smaller 'diamond' shape.
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• #3: Once you have folded all 5 of your origami papers the exact same way, it is time to glue them 
together. Open up each sheet entirely. Starting with one sheet (facing white side up and turned to 
make diamond), place glue on one of the smaller diamond shaped areas created by the fold lines. 
Take another origami sheet (color side up) and glue the corresponding diamond area to the first 
sheet. Continue this with all five sheets, alternating color sides and white sides.
• #4: Once all of your origami sheets are glued together, carefully refold them using the created fold 
lines to guide you. It should try to naturally fold itself back the correct way with with some gentle 
encouragement.
• #5: Set your stack of pages on your work surface and cover the top with glue. Take one of your 
book-boards, line it up with the center and glue it down pressing firmly to make it stick. Flip the 
stack and book-board over and put glue on the other surface of the top page. Take your remaining 
book-board and press it firmly onto the glue, being careful to match it up with the other book-board. 
You should now have a colorful book that unfolds and can be arranged in many interesting displays! 
Fill your book in with collage, drawings, words, or simply display on a surface!
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